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Abstract: - A Scientific research in this article focus that the “Material Universe” which accommodates Various Planets, Comets, Asteroids, life organisms shall be considered as “SINGLE CRYSTAL HOUSE” deriving soul from “WHITE ELEMENT” (or) “WHITE IONS” and free from “ATOM”. It is focused that “BLACK CRYSTAL” shall be considered as the absolutely perfect body exist in the early Universe and material Universe shall be considered as the integral part of black crystal.

It is further focused that Billions of billions various matters having different “Molecular Structure” evolved in “Three Nuclear Age” due to impact of “Fission”, “Fusion” action shall be considered arranged, within the Single crystal house in “three dimensional” pattern say horizontal, vertical and lateral layers under three domain.

(i)

(White Crystal House)

(ii)

(Three Crystal Domain)

This research further focus that the entire Universal matters pertain to various “genus and species” shall be considered derived from fundamental “WHITE ELEMENT”. In proto Indo Europe Language the white cell shall also be called as “THEE”. THEE shall also mean the fundamental white matter made of “White element” formed near “White Hole” region of universe exist under “Endothermic reaction” environment in the early universe.

i. “ATOM” is like “SEED”  
   ELEMENT is like “TREE”  
i. “ATOM” is like “SPECIES”  
   ELEMENT is like “GENUS”  
i. “ATOM” is like “EXOTHERMIC”  
   ELEMENT is like “ENDOTHERMIC”

iv. ATOM is like byproduct of “FUSION”  
    ELEMENT is like byproduct of “FISSION”

v. ATOM is like “BABY”  
    ELEMENT is like “INFANT”

-Author
I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific study shows that currently there are about 118 identified elements and arranged in order based on Valence and Nucleus mass in periodic Table.

Current theory focus that “ATOM” is made up of subatomic particles and atoms can be “split” into particles. Where as “ELEMENT” is considered as basic substance which can’t be simplified further. In other words the smallest unit of element is considered as made of single Atom. If so what is the exact difference between “ATOM” and “ELEMENT”?... can we say “Atom” is the smallest unit of Element?... Then how can be a scientific explanation that Element can’t be simplified when Atom could be further split into sub atomic particles?...

It is focused that the global level scientists still could not exactly clarify for the following.

1. What Element is made up?...
2. How exactly Atom differs from Element?...
3. How exactly Atom differs from Cell?...
4. What is the source of Element and Cell?...

It is emphasized that “Element” shall be considered as the “Natural Product” derived from the source of “WHITE CELL”. The philosophy of white hole region, white crystal formation, “Atom” and “Tissue cell” formation stage shall be described below.

II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATION

a) Philosophy of “Black Crystal”?...

Case study shows that the universe is believed to have been formed 13.7 billion years ago from molecular cloud of star dust particles supported by “Big Bang theory”. The big bang theory is based on cosmological principal which states that the Universe is homogeneous.
If so…

i) What does mean molecular star dust cloud?...

ii) What does mean star dust?...

iii) Where did the Energy come from for driving force?...

It is hypothesized that “BLACK CRYSTAL” shall be considered as the source of Energy exist under “Super Endothermic” environment having infinity level of “ENTHALPY” and Zero level of “ENTROPY”. The black crystal shall also be called in Proto Indo Europe language “AKKI-e”. Akki-e shall mean “DARK FROZEN FLAME”. The philosophy of black crystal shall be represented with “Logo” as below:

(i)

(ii)

(Black Crystal)

(Dark Cell)

It is further focused that during the course of time (called as Expanding universe) the Black crystal undergoes “Growth” due to slow change in environment condition. During the Growth of black crystal billions of dark cells shall be considered evolved which are responsible for formation of various species to fundamental dark crystal. The so called “BLACK BODY” stipulated in modern astrophysics shall be considered as species to fundamental black crystal.

b) Philosophy of structure of “Black crystal”?...

The black crystal must have definite structure?... If so what is the structure?

It is hypothesized that the Black crystal shall be considered like a closed “TRIPOD” like structure concentrically connected to a ‘knot’ called “Dark soul” (or) “Spirit”. The “Plane” of black crystal shall be considered as integral part of “Dark Sun”, “Dark Earth”, “Dark Moon” as described below:
c) Philosophy of “Dark cell”?

It is hypothesized that during the course of “cell growth” billions of dark cell particulars shall be considered formed in different layers with defined “crystalline structure”. In proto Indo Europe language the dark particulars shall be called as “KARI THIRI”. Kari thiri (Akkie) shall mean Dark Radiation. The “Akkie particles” shall be understood in modern Astrophysics as “Anti-neutrinos”, “Neutrinos”.

The philosophy of “Kari thiri” composed of billions of sub particles under “three domain” shall be called as “Dark cell”.

The philosophy of Dark cell shall be called modern scientific term as “SUPERNATURE” and the source of Energy for formation of “molecular star dust” cloud described in “Big Bang Model theory”. Further the entire Dark cells shall be considered as under the strong “Gravitational Force” of “Dark soul”. It is further focused that the “Dark cell” shall be considered as exist under “Strong Endo thermic” environment and absolutely free from “Hydrogen”, “Carbon”, “Nitrogen”, “Ozone” which shall be considered as “1st generation” “natural atoms”.

d) Philosophy of “Accretion”?...

Case study shows that the philosophy of word Accretion has wider meaning in Biology, Astronomy and Finance Management. In general Accretion refers to the growth or increase by gradual accumulation of additional layers or matters. In biological term accretion refers to “Biological Fission” that the coming together and cohesion of matters under influence of “gravitation” to form larger bodies. The Accretion increased the “Mass” of the matter under influence of “gravity”. In Astronomy Accretion refers to an increase in the mass of celestial object by the collection of interstellar gases and objects by gravitify.

It is hypothesized that the “Accretion” shall be considered as just like “ignition” which begins “Chain reaction” of Dark cell of “Black Crystal” to become “White cells” consists of Higher mass of “White cells”. In other words Accretion shall be considered as the stage of “Super nature Fission” to become the stage of White Crystal under “Downward gravity” which exists under lower level of Endothermic environment compared to Dark cells (Akkie particles) exist under still higher endothermic environment.

The philosophy of “Super nature Fission” shall be described as below:
In Biological view the super nature fission shall be viewed like the stage of becoming “Zygote” from “Embryo” and ultimately becoming “INFANT” (White crystal) in three stage of Trimester. In Astronomy it shall be referred to the stage of becoming “Anti-neutrinos” from Dark crystal cell” and ultimately becoming “Neutrinos” (White crystal) in three stages of “Proto Nuclear evolution”. Further the stage of “Neutrino Radiation” also called as “J-RADIATION” exist under “Zero” (or) low “Entropy” compared to the stage of “Electromagnetic Radiation” (EMR) exist under still “higher level of Entropy” compared to “J-Radiation” (Zero Entropy).

“The “J-Radiation” shall be considered like “Dawn of morning Light” from “Dark light” (Akkie) comprised of Billions of “Crystalline rays” consists of fundamental particles white photon, white electron, white proton. The J-Radiation shall also be called as “White spectrum” (called in Proto Indo Europe language Mukil).

- Author

e) Philosophy of White cell?...
It is hypothesized that the smallest unit of crystalline ray shall be called as “White cell” (zero mass). the white crystal comprise of billions of white rays under three fundamental domain shall also be called as white matter.

f) Philosophy of white star?...
It is hypothesized that the source of “Light” shall be considered as “White star”. In astronomical term the white star shall be considered as “MARS PLANET” (White hole region). The Sun, Earth, Moon shall be considered as three domain of “White ions” (crystal ions) as described below:
i) “Mars” is white star (white element)
ii) “Sun” is “White photon” (Neutral ion)
iii) “Earth” is like “White Electron” (Anion)
iv) “Moon” is like “White proton” (Cation)
It is hypothesized that MARS planet shall be considered as star rather than planet and shall be called as “mother of stars”. Further in the expanding Universe different species stars shall be considered evolved which led to three fundamental galaxies as described below:

i) Blue galaxy (composed of blue MARS, blue SUN, blue EARTH, blue MOON)
ii) Green galaxy (composed of green MARS, green SUN, green EARTH, green MOON)
iii) Red galaxy (composed of Red MARS, Red SUN, Red EARTH, Red MOON)

“The “White star” shall also be called as mega star of “Milky Universe” contain ‘infinity level’ of “white energy”. The mega star shall also be called as “J-SOLAR” surrounded by SUN, EARTH, MOON”

… Author

g) Philosophy of origin of ATOM?

It is hypothesized that during the “expanding universe” the “White crystal” undergoes “Plasma stage” and become “ATOM” and “higher mass white energy”. Alternatively the plasma stage shall be considered like “Fission of white crystal” and produces Atom and higher mass white energy. The white energy produced considered made “chain Reaction” for production of various species crystals called “Blue Crystal”, “Green Crystal” “Red Crystal” in three nuclear age and produced three generations of crystal matters.

It is focused that various comets, asteroids, meteorites shall be considered as species of three generation plasma crystals and various planets, matters shall be considered as the species of three generations Blue, Green, Red crystals. The three crystal universe shall also be considered as “three galaxies” classified under three families of γ, β, α emitting UV RF, IR radiations in the respective regions of “Crystal Universe”. It is focused that UV, RF, IR regions shall be considered existing in different “EXOTHERMIC REACTION” environment i.e. UV is at lower exothermic, RF at moderate exothermic, IR at higher exothermic.
"The ‘ATOM’ shall be considered as exist under Exothermic reaction environment with higher level entropy compared to ‘ELEMENT’ (white crystal) exist under Endo thermic reaction with Zero level Entropy”

... Author

h) Philosophy of white Hydrogen?...

It is hypothesized that “white hydrogen” shall be considered as “Plasma stage” of “White crystal” or semi element under transformation. In Biological term it shall be considered as “prokaryotes” and “Hydrogen Isotopes” shall be considered as “Eukaryotes” and other Biological cell like “Stem cell”. It is focused that all
kinds of cells shall be considered as evolved from ‘White energy’ formed during “Fission of white crystal”. Similarly all matters shall be considered evolved from “White hydrogen” “Blue hydrogen”, “Green hydrogen”. “Red Hydrogen” under fundamental three domain of atoms “Carbon”, “Nitrogen”, “Ozone” in three “CNO CYCLE AGE”.

i) Philosophy of three energy level?...
   It is hypothesized that the matters produced in “three different region of galaxies” shall be considered having different energy level due to impact of varied Exdo, Exothermic reaction level and Enthalphy Entropy level based on characteristics of varied pressure, density, temperature – equilibrium level of matters with different level of Reflectivity, permittivity, permeability under three environment of UV, RF, IR.
   i) White Galaxy - Infinity level (J-Radiation)
   ii) Plasma Galaxy Say 90% level (White energy)
   iii) Blue Galaxy Say 70% level (Blue Energy)
   iv) Green Galaxy Say 50% level (Green Energy)
   v) Red Galaxy Say 40% level (Red Energy)
   vi) Current Red Galaxy Say 30% level (Brown Energy)

   It is focused that the varied energy level from higher level to lower level shall be considered due to slow and consistent changes from endothermic reaction environment to exothermic reaction environment.

j) Philosophy of Element and Atom?...
   i) Hydrogen is Element?...
   ii) Carbon is Element?...
   iii) Nitrogen is Element?...
   iv) Ozone is Element?...
   v) Uranium is Element?...

   No… No… No…

   The philosophy of Element shall be considered as composed of only ions of photon, electron, proton billions of elements shall be considered derived from “White crystal” and exists under three domain. Atom, higher mass tissue cells considered descended from “White Element” (White crystal).
   The Uranium Gold, Platinum, Indium shall be considered as “atoms” derived from three domain of fundamental atoms, “CARBON, NITROGEN, OZONE”.

k) Philosophy of CRYSTAL STAR?...
   The philosophy of “crystal star” (White star) shall be considered as “mother” of crystal elements and atoms undergoes “Fission” and “Fusion” to produce billions of matters in the material universe. In proto Indo Europe language “Crystal Star” shall be called as “THAI-e”. Further fission and fusion shall be called in Proto-Indo-Europe language as THIRI, ERI.

THAI-e
(Crystal Star)

l) New definition for Atom and Element model?...
   It is focused that the Philosophy of element and atom having in built energy and having genetically opposite in characteristics. It is focused that various cell, atom shall be considered as produced due to systematic action of decay, annihilation of element, atom.
i) Dark Cell -> White Cell + white Energy (J-Radiation)
ii) White Cell -> Element + Energy (Hydrogen plasma)
iii) Element -> Atom + Energy (Electromagnetic Radiation)
iv) Atom -> Atom isotope + Energy (γ, β, α)

m) **New Definition for Energy Model?...**

Case study shows that “Matter” is considered as substance having mass and occupies the space. Similarly Energy is considered as something which does work. If so how exactly “Matter” differs from “Energy”.

i. Energy has any structure as Matter?...
ii. Energy has any Nuclei?...
iii. Energy possess any atoms?...

It is hypothesized that “Energy” shall be considered as integral part of “Cell” and “Atom” and acts a “SHIELD”. As such a “Cell” covered with “Shield” shall be called as “Tissue matter” and “Atom” covered with shield shall be called as “Atomic matter”. The Energy acts as shield shall be considered as composed of fundamental THREE-IN-ONE “Energy parameters” “OPTIC”, “ELECTRONIC”, “MAGNETIC”. As such the Philosophy of “Energy” shall be modeled as below. Further the least unit of energy mass shall be called as “FUEL CELL”.

---
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It is focused that the optic, Electric, Magnetic parameter of Energy considered having definite structure (varied angular displacement from 180° to 0° with respect to vertical axis either with upward or downward gravity). The “J-RADIATION” shall be considered as having 90° displacement with respect to vertical axis (Near white hole region of the Universe).

It is further focused that the whole universe is considered composed of Billions of various energy exist under “three domain” of optic, Electric, Magnetic parameters with varied angular displacement in three nuclear age influenced by downward gravity.

i. J-Radiation - Angular displacement of “90°” with respect to vertical axis under neutral gravity
ii. 1st generation Energy - Angular displacement of “120°” (γ family) with respect to vertical axis under downward gravity.
iii. 2nd generation Energy- Angular displacement of “150°” (β family) with respect to vertical axis under downward gravity
iv. 3rd generation Energy- Angular displacement of “160°” (α family) tending towards 180° with respect to vertical axis under downward gravity

n) Human is element (or) Atom?...
It is hypothesized that human cell shall be considered as “ATOM” covered with “Energy shield”. Human shall be considered as the “excited stage” of “Element”.

The “Energy shield” of human shall be considered as “HUMAN SOUL” concerned with the “HEART BEAT” of Human. In other words the “ENERGY SHIELD” of human shall be considered as the source of Human heart beat. The Philosophy of human soul shall be described as below.
o) Case study on Gibbs Contribution?...

Case study shows that JOSIAH WILLARD GIBBS (February 11, 1839 – April 28, 1903), American scientist, who made important theoretical contribution to physics, chemistry, mathematics.

(Josiah Willard Gibbs)

His work on application of thermodynamics was instrumental in transforming physical chemistry into rigorous detective science. Further his research contribution to Nuclear Area, shall be considered as fundamental base for understanding about nuclear behavior of universe. Albert Einstein called him as “Great mind of America”.

p) Case study on crystal?...

Case study shows that crystal is considered as a piece of Homogenous solid substance having a natural geometrically regular form with systematically arranged faces. In biological term crystal shall mean having “common descendent”. Further case study show that “crystal growth” is a solid material whose constituent atoms, molecules or ions are arranged in an orderly repeating pattern in all three spatial dimensions.

q) Case study on Timeline of Crystal:

i) 1896 - Uranium gives of unknown radiation
ii) 1896 - Thorium gives off similar radiation (Marie Curie)
iii) 1905 - Albert Einstein formulates special theory of Relativity which explains the phenomenon of radioactivity as “Mass Energy” equivalence
iv) 1932 - Discovery of Neutron
v) 1932 - Nuclear Fission experiment with radiochemical.
vi) 1942 - First Self sustaining Nuclear Chain reaction
vii) 1952 - First Hydrogen Bomb Test
ix) 1954 - First Nuclear Power plant began in USSR.

Atomic Energy is not simply a search for new energy but more significantly a beginning of human history in which faith in knowledge can vitalize man’s whole life.

- David Lilienthal (1949)

III. CONCLUSION

The philosophy of white crystal shall be considered liked a “Global Parliament”. The members of the house shall be considered as existing like atoms within the house for creating useful action of FISSION, FUSION for betterment of mankind and for creating PEACE.
i) **Rajya Saba** is like “Common Sense” (Proton)

ii) **Lok Saba** is like “Intelligence” (Electron)

iii) **Supreme Court** is like “Wisdom” (Photon)

iv) **White Crystal** is like “President” (Element)
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